
Gaga Ball Quiz 
 

 

Name  _______________      Score ___ /10  (Must get 9 to pass) 

1.  What do students say at the beginning of a match? 

O  Ga – ga – go 

O  Ga – ga - ball 

O  Ga – ga – go or ga – ga - Ball 

O  Goo – goo – ga - ga 

 

2.  What should be touching the wall at the beginning? 

O  One hand and one foot 

O  Two hands 

O  Two feet 

O  One hand and two feet 

 

3.  Where does the ball have to hit you for you to be out? 

O  Below the neck 

O  On the chest, stomach, or back 

O  On the hands 

O  Below the knee 

 

4.  How do we solve disputes between 2 people? 

O  Rock, paper, scissors 

O  Arm wrestle 

O  Thumb war 

O  Eeny, meeny, miny, moe 

 

5.  When you leave the pit which are you allowed to do? 

O  Hit the ball from the side 

O  Sit on the edge 

O  Kick the ball 

O  None of the above 

 



6.  Fill in the circles that indicate a way for you to get out: 

O  You hit the ball and someone catches it, or you hit it off the wall and someone 

catches before hitting the ground 

O  You hit the ball out of the pit  

O  You get hit on the head and the ball bounces out 

O  The ball hits someone else and then hits you below the knee 

 

7.  If a ball hits you (except on the head) and goes out of the pit, who is out? 

O  You 

O  The person who hit it 

O  Both people 

O  It is a redo 

  

8.  If the ball hits you on the head and goes out, who is out? 

O  You 

O  The person who hit it 

O  Both people 

O  It is a redo 

 

9.  Fill in the circles that indicate a way for you to get out: 

O   

O  You hit the ball twice before it hits a wall or another person 

O  You bobble the ball, but then you catch it after someone hits it  

O  You get hit in the stomach 

 

10.  When are you allowed back in the pit? 

O  When one person is left 

O  After the countdown is over and the game is tied 

O  Both of the above 

O  As soon as the countdown begins and there are two or three people 

 


